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Make it usable for your 80-year-old 
grandma (8-year-old grandson).
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Internet CPS
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converge computers 
with the physical world
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The core challenge in CPS is system integration 
(system engineering): a long way to go!

On 4 June 1996, the maiden flight of the Ariane 5 launcher ended in a failure. Only about 40 seconds after initiation of the flight 
sequence, at an altitude of about 3700 m, the launcher veered off its flight path, broke up and exploded.

The failure of the Ariane 501 was caused by the complete loss of guidance and attitude information 37 seconds after start of the 
main engine ignition sequence (30 seconds after lift-off). This loss of information was due to specification and design errors in 
the software of the inertial reference system. 

The internal SRI* software exception was caused during execution of a data conversion from 64-bit floating point to 16-bit 
signed integer value. The floating point number which was converted had a value greater than what could be represented by a 
16-bit signed integer.

Reality: We can barely let engineers of same/similar 
background collaborate effectively.



The core challenge in CPS is system integration 
(system engineering): a long way to go!

Incident Date: 9/23/1999 Price Tag: $125 million 

WASHINGTON (AP) -- For nine months, the Mars Climate Orbiter was speeding through space and speaking to NASA in 
metric. But the engineers on the ground were replying in non-metric English. It was a mathematical mismatch that was not 
caught until after the $125-million spacecraft, a key part of NASA's Mars exploration program, was sent crashing too low and 
too fast into the Martian atmosphere. The craft has not been heard from since. 
... 
Noel Henners of Lockheed Martin Astronautics, the prime contractor for the Mars craft, said at a news conference it was up to 
his company's engineers to assure the metric systems used in one computer program were compatible with the English 
system used in another program. The simple conversion check was not done, he said.

Reality: We can barely let engineers of same/similar 
background collaborate effectively.
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CPS covers a large variety of applications with 
crucial social and economic impacts

CPS



MDPnP integrates tens of thousands of  medical 
devices for hospitals & assisted living

Cables for connecting various monitors to anesthesia EMR 



MDPnP Example: Operation Room Automation

Safety

Today
Future

Convenience



Next Generation Industrial Control

More embedded systems

More interaction/complexity

Wired Wired + Wireless



Next Generation Aircraft

Concord

1976



A380

2007

Next Generation Aircraft



Telepresence lets people collaborate without 
moving to the same geographical location



Telemedicine, Tele-Surgery save more lives



Tele-robotic underground mining saves lives

2000ft 
(609.6m)

> 5000 annual death toll
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Assisted Living helps saving our economy and 
society from the aging crisis

SOURCE: United Nations ▪

 

“Population Aging ▪

 

2002”

2050

60+ years old 
population percentage

15.9% 
GDP, 
2010



Assisted Living helps saving our economy and 
society from the aging crisis

I-Living Assisted Living System



Why do we want Medical Device Plug-and-Play (MDPnP)? 
(and why wireless MDPnP?)

Flexibility and expanded medication capability

Safety

Convenience and Efficiency

Independence from device vendors



Hundreds of thousands of medical devices exist in nowadays 
hospitals, but are mostly designed for isolated use (proprietary)

Figure Credit: P. Carleton, RN
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We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

Blood Pressure Measuring

49/59

Error: too low



We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

Blood Pressure Measuring

49/59 
47/74

Offset Corrected

Proposal: 
MDPnP interlocked Bed and BP meter 
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We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

Cardiopulmonary Bypass v.s. Ventilator Accident

Heart Lung Machine

Ventilator

Absent Minded Procedure:

“... In the second case, the anesthesiologist forgot to resume 
ventilation after separation from cardiopulmonary bypass. The 
delayed detection of apnea was attributed to the fact that the 
audible alarms for the pulse oximeter and capnograph had been 
disabled during bypass and had not been reactivated. Both 
patients sustained permanent brain damage.”

Anesthesiology. 87(4):741-748, October 1997



We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

Cardiopulmonary Bypass v.s. Ventilator Accident

Heart Lung Machine

Ventilator

MDPnP Control Computer

Proposal: 
MDPnP Interlocked Architecture

Capnograph

Oximeter
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We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

X-Ray v.s. Ventilator Accident

Picture provided by Mu Sun

“A 32-year-old woman was having a laparoscopic cholecystectomy performed under 
general anesthesia. ... At some point, the anesthesiologist glanced at the EKG and 
noticed severe bradycardia. He realized he had never restarted the ventilator …

The patient ultimatedly died.”

APSF Newsletter, Winter, 2005.



We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

X-Ray v.s. Ventilator Accident

Picture provided by Mu Sun

Proposal: 

MDPnP interlock of X-Ray and Ventilator
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We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

Laser v.s. Oxigen Concentration Accident

Proposal: 

MDPnP interlock of Laser and O2 Monitor 
No airway laser allowed when O2 > 30%
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We need interconnected/interlocked medical devices to 
provide safety

Contangeous patient calls nurse for help

EMR 
DBContageous, 

must wear mask!

Nurse Station

Proposal: 

MDPnP connection of EMR DB, 
Nurse Station, and Vital Sign 
Monitors
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Flexible composition of medical devices expands 
medication capability by enabling new methods/apps

Patient Controlled Anesthesia (PCA)

Pain Button

Std. Vital Sign Monitor

Special Vital Sign Monitor

Infusion Pump

Patient

Computer
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Messed Up OR v.s. Vital Sign Bulletin Board

LiveData OR 
Dashboard

Picture quoted from www.mdpnp.org
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MDPnP, particularly wireless MDPnP, improves 
convenience and efficiency

The Operation Room Spider Web, 
after MDPnP safety interlocks

Picture quoted from www.mdpnp.org



MDPnP, particularly wireless MDPnP, improves 
convenience and efficiency

Spider Web OR v.s. Wireless OR

Picture quoted from www.mdpnp.org



Independence: hospitals need hundreds of thousands of types of 
medical devices; don't want to be controlled by one vendor.

Figure Credit: P. Carleton, RN



Why do we want Medical Device Plug-and-Play (MDPnP)? 
(and why wireless MDPnP?)

Flexibility and expanded medication capability

Safety

Convenience and Efficiency

Independence from device vendors



MDPnP benefits whom?

Hospitals: independence, medication capability, safety

Doctors: medication capability, safety, convenience

Patient: medication capability, safety, cost

Government: tracktability, cost

Vendors: larger market

Academia: typical case of cyber-physical systems
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Control CPS

• Control Systems
– Conventional analog control systems
– Digital control systems
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• Control Systems
– Conventional analog control systems
– Digital control systems

• Computer Systems
– Real-time scheduling
– Fault tolerance
– Reliable/online software upgrade
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• Control Systems
– Conventional analog control systems
– Digital control systems

• Computer Systems
– Real-time scheduling
– Fault tolerance
– Reliable/online software upgrade

• We need to design a framework so that 
computer engineers and control engineers can 
easily collaborate and integrate their knowledge
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– Demand:
• Applications: 

– Aircraft control (F-16, Seto et. al, 2000)
– Submarine control (NSSN, new attack submarine 

program at US navy)

• Low cost development of control systems for 
mission critical control applications

– instead of N-versioning, just develop one version
– Focus on the control theories

• Runtime upgrade/testing of the single version 
buggy new system.

Simplex Architecture



Simplex: conventional reliable software architecture: 
N-versioning

3-Versions of independently developed software for the 
same application

Voting



Simplex: software engineering economics: the more 
effort, the more reliable

)/exp()(
)/exp()exp()(

EkCtER
EkCtttR


 

Reliability:0 
failure 

happened 
during [0, t]

Failure Rate Complexity

Effort



Simplex: comparison with N-version
23 )3/(3)3/()( ERERER 
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Simplex for real-time control

Simple high assurance
control subsystem (HAC)

Complex high performance
control subsystem  (HPC)

Plant

Decision

Simplex Architecture
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Simplex for real-time control

AxBKxxA
BuxAx





The above LTI control system is stable iff there exists a P>0, 
such that the Lyapunov function

0)(  xPAPAx TT

Given LTI control system:
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Simplex for real-time control

Maximum Stability 
Region (Recovery 

Region)

Stability Region

Lyapunov 
Functions

State 
Constraints

We can choose smaller solution ellipsoid (i.e. xTPx < xTPmaxx) to leave 
margins to guard against model/actuator/measurement errors.
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Drawbacks of Simplex
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• P1: Lack of Efficiency
– Analytically redundant high assurance controller (HAC) 

runs in parallel with complex controller (HPC)
• Lowers system performance, increase operating costs
• Limits the application of Simplex in only safety-critical 

domains

Drawbacks of Simplex
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• P1: Lack of Efficiency
– Analytically redundant high assurance controller (HAC) 

runs in parallel with complex controller (HPC)
• Lowers system performance, increase operating costs
• Limits the application of Simplex in only safety-critical 

domains

• P2: Lack of Flexibility
– Enforces the same execution period on HAC and HPC 

• In practice, different controllers may use different periods for
different performance considerations

• For example: fast HAC recovery

Drawbacks of Simplex
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• On-demand Real-TimE GuArd (ORTEGA)
– A new efficient fault tolerance software 

architecture designed for real-time control systems
• More efficient resource usage (P1)

– Through on-demand real-time recovery
• Flexible design (P2)

– Allows HAC and HPC to run at different rates
– Through new design and schedulability analysis

• Applicable to a wider range of real-time 
control systems

Design Goals of ORTEGA
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ORTEGA Architecture
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On-demand execution of HAC
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• At any time, only one of the HAC or HPC is 
running to control the plant

On-demand execution of HAC
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• At any time, only one of the HAC or HPC is 
running to control the plant

• Decision module (DM) uses a mutex semaphore 
to control which of the HAC and HPC is running
– When the HPC is running well, the HAC blocks on the 

semaphore;
– Only when a fault is detected in the HPC, the DM 

releases the semaphore to allow HAC to take over
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• At any time, only one of the HAC or HPC is 
running to control the plant

• Decision module (DM) uses a mutex semaphore 
to control which of the HAC and HPC is running
– When the HPC is running well, the HAC blocks on the 

semaphore;
– Only when a fault is detected in the HPC, the DM 

releases the semaphore to allow HAC to take over
• Decision logic is based on stability regions 

– Determined through Linear Matrix Inequality theory
– Details later

On-demand execution of HAC
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CPU savings of ORTEGA

HPC’s timing parameters: {Cp, Tp}; HAC’s timing parameters: {Ca, Ta}; 

Pr: the percentage of time for recovery (HAC) during a total time of T

• Total CPU resource usage under Simplex 

• Total CPU resource usage under ORTEGA 

• CPU resource usage savings: 
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No Free Lunch: An extra period of delay

up to Ta incurred due to the on-demand execution of HAC

k

Fault 
Detected

p p a a

p a

p a

p

k

Simplex

p a
p a p a

p

p

a

p p

1st time of HAC ‘s control output takes action

1st time of HAC ‘s control output takes action

t

t

t2

t1

ORTEGA

Simplex

ORTEGA
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Handle the extra delay by state projections

(1) Extra delay causes disturbances when fault occurs (infrequent)

(2) But the gain in resource usage is large. 

Resource usage reduction v.s. extra delay :
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Recovery region design

Maximum Stability 
Region (Recovery 

Region)

Stability Region

Lyapunov 
Functions

State 
Constraints

• The decision module uses recovery region to determine when to 
switch to HAC

• Recovery region is defined as  the maximum region in which the HAC 
can make the plant stable
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Determine recovery region (1)

( ) ( )u k Kx k 

( 1) ( ) (*)x k Fx k  ( )F F GK 

1 1 , . (1)T
m x m q    State constraints:

Digital controllers:

Stability region: The discrete LTI control system is stable iff 
there exists a P>0, such that 0 PFPF T
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( ) ( )u k Kx k 

( 1) ( ) (*)x k Fx k  ( )F F GK 

1 1 , . (1)T
m x m q    State constraints:

Digital controllers:

Stability region: Stability region of the system with respect to 
P is defined as { | 1}Tx x Px  

Determine recovery region (1)
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Area of recovery region
1logdetMaximize P

0s t P    

1 1 1T
m mP m q       

Theorem: Determine the maximum stability region of digital
implemented closed loop system with constraints (1) can be 

transformed to the following MAXDET (LMI) problem.

0TPF PF   
Stability

State constraints

Maximum Stability 
Region (Recovery 

Region)

Stability Region

Lyapunov 
F ti

State 
Constraints

Maximum Stability 
Region (Recovery 

Region)

Stability Region

Lyapunov 
F ti

State 
Constraints

Determine recovery region (1)
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Recovery region v.s. control loop period

Stability Index A(T): Area of the maximum stability region

• It is a function of the control loop period T. The smaller the controller loop 
period, the larger the maximum stability region.

Example: an inverted pendulum 

0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 2 7528 10 9526 0 0043 1 9432
0 28 5812 24 9179 0 0441 4 4385

x x u

   
   
    
        
   

        



( ) [5 7807, 42 2087,14 0953, 8 6016] ( )u k x k     

Controller

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4
x 10-7

Control Loop Period
S

ta
bi

lit
y 

In
de

x

The smaller the 
period, the larger 
the recovery region.

System model

ORTEGA allows 
larger recovery region 
(more flexible)
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Implementation and evaluation

• Inverted pendulum from Quanser

• CPU: Pentium II 350MHz

• OS: Linux kernel 2.4.18-3 with RMS

• HAC: field tested state feedback controller

Evaluation of CPU savings

• If HAC and HPC both run at 50Hz, ORTEGA’s CPU saving is 29.29%

• If HAC runs at 50Hz, HPC runs at 20Hz, ORTEGA’s CPU saving is 50.87%
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Evaluation of fault tolerance

• Infinite loop bug
• Non-performing bug
• Maximum control output bug
• Divided by zero bug
• Bang-Bang type bug
• Positive feedback bug
• Tricky design bug
• …
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Evaluation of fault tolerance
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Evaluation of fault tolerance
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MDPnP leads to better safety, capability, and 
convenience of medical settings.



MDPnP can help prevent many serious/lethal 
accidents in medical settings.



Following the success of requiring avionics to be 
verifiably safe  MDPnP to be verifiably safe.



A key tool for traditional computer systems 
verification is model checking.



Computer systems model checking verifies safety, 
liveliness, persistence, and other properties.



MDPnP is not just a computer system, it is a 
hybrid of computer & other systems, i.e., CPS.

Laser Tracheotomy MDPnP
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MDPnP is not just a computer system, it is a 
hybrid of computer & other systems, i.e., CPS.

Computer

Biochemical

Communication

Mechanical

Laser Tracheotomy MDPnP



A state-of-the-art CPS model checking is Hybrid 
Systems Model Checking: Comp + Fdbk Ctrl.

Bouncing Ball Example
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Example
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Online periodical real-time hybrid systems model 
checking of time-bounded (i.e., short-run) future!

Challenge 1: No good offline models for complex biomedical 
systems of human body.

Challenge 2: Verification state space easily explode.

Traditional model checking vs. Ours: 

Offline 

 
Online Periodical Real-Time

Long-Run Future 
 

Short-Run Future

Most vital signs’ online short-run behavior is easy to predict.

Online  Fixes Many Parameters

Short-Run  Shrink State Space
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Question: Can the hybrid systems model checking 
finish (terminate) within period T ?

Hybrid Systems Model Checking  undecidable

Linear Hybrid Automaton (LHA) model checking  undecidable

Strongly Non-Zeno LHA time-bounded reachability model 
checking  decidable

SNZ-LHA is powerful enough to describe laser tracheotomy 
scenario, a representative MDPnP application.
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Evaluation Setup

Emulated Oxymeter and O2 sensor using NIH 
PhysioNet real-world patient vital sign traces.

Sampling/Model-Checking Period: T = 3
 

second.

Hand written online model generator + PHAVer hybrid 
systems model checker

Lenovo Thinkpad X201 + Intel Core i5 
+ 2.9G Mem + 32-bit Ubuntu 10.10



Statistics of execution (modeling + checking) time 
cost: real-time feasible (with pipelining).



Statistics of online SpO2 prediction accuracy



Related Work

Runtime Verification [finkbeiner02]

Online discrete systems model checking 
[qi09][easwaran06]

Other hybrid systems model checkers 
[robby03][bartocci08]
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Real-Time Switch is the key component for 
many infrastructures



Designing real-time switch is not easy
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Today’s Internet is still NOT real-time.



Industry acceptance has the final say. Two things 
rules: simplicity and switch hardware features
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Past lessons tell us to design the real-time switch 
compatible to “crossbar + VOQ + iSLIP”
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Combined input-output queueing, or 
more complicated switch hardware, 
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What is “Crossbar + VOQ + iSLIP”?

A widely implemented switch architecture

Simple

High switch utilization

Fast adaptation to random traffic 
(Internet traffic)

Advantages
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Synchronous periodic cell forwarding 
Cell-Time
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Huge per hop delay bound because of poor isolation;

E2E delay bound is an open problem 
[Gopalakrishnan06].

What to do?

Look at changed assumptions and new features.

But we cannot directly adopt “crossbar + 
VOQ + iSLIP”
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Unpredictable traffic forces iSLIP to negotiate 
for each cell-time
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Just like faculty job application, iSLIP’s negotiate is 
dynamic, hard to give tight delay upper bound.
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Changed assumption: traffic predictability

iSLIP is for non-real-time traffic: Unpredictable
Flows change rapidly
Unpredictable message size and arrival

RT-Switch for real-time traffic: Deterministic
Flows rarely change
Regular message size and arrival
Non-real-time traffic  real-time traffic



Deterministic traffic allows RT-Switch to forward 
cells like clockwork, no need to negotiate!

I1

I2

I3

O1

O2

O3

Deterministic Grant is enough

No need for Request and Accept

Simplifies instead of extends iSLIP
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Real-time traffic
Small msg size (sensing: 1cell/msg, TV quality video: 

480cell/msg)
Short per msg transmission time (s: 0.5us, v: 240us) 
Large msg arrival period (s: 10ms, v: 30ms)

Reminds us of clock-driven time slicing OS

RT-Switch runs fine time grain clock period (1ms), serving time 
slices (cell-time) to coarse time grain periodic RT flows

New feature: Large message arrival period 
allows clock-driven time slicing



Solution: crossbar RT-Switch runs 
deterministic clock-driven time slicing
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Satisfies demands:

• Real-Time Guarantee
• Backward Compatibility
• Simplicity
• Performance
• Isolation

Schedule

a cell to send to O1

a cell to send to O2

a cell to send to O3

a cell to send to O4

Solution: crossbar RT-Switch runs 
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Evaluation: Schedulabililty

Randomized traffic demand based on typical 
real-time industrial/medical application 
models

Total demanded switch utilization is U

Given U, what is the schedulable ratio?
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Evaluation: E2E Delay Bound

Randomized traffic demand based on typical 
real-time industrial/medical application 
models

Max hop count is 15

Compare E2E Delay Bound provided by 
Real-Time Switch and iSLIP
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Evaluation: E2E Delay Bound



Conclusion

Short E2E delay guarantee

Good schedulability

Compatible to, and simpler than the widely implemented 
iSLIP crossbar switch.

O(1) runtime computation

Polynomial configuration time computation



Thank You!
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MDPnP is not just computer systems, it is a hybrid 
of computer & other systems, i.e., CPS.
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